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INTRODUCTION

Study Area

The consultant team has gathered and assessed preliminary information

The Study Area is within the greater West Glendale Community long-

to form the framework for the West Glendale Sustainable Transportation

range planning area of the City of Glendale and abuts the City of

that will form the foundation for development of subsequent study work

boundary include hillside residential neighborhoods and commercial

and Land Use Study. This analysis establishes the technical framework
tasks.

Content
The Existing Conditions Report consists of a series of memoranda that
verify existing land use and transportation conditions in the West
Glendale Study Area, including the following:
•

•
•
•

Review of Policy Framework and Planning Studies.
Assessment of past planning efforts that that this planning effort
must address and be consistent with
Transportation Analysis. An initial assessment of the walking,
biking, transit, and street network existing conditions.
Land Use Analysis. An overview of existing land use existing
conditions in the Study Area
Traffic Counts & Forecasts. An assessment of locations being
studied to evaluate the feasibility of land use changes and
bicycle and pedestrian improvements.

Burbank. Community Plan ‘influence areas’ outside the study area

districts, including the nearby Kenneth Village shopping area. The study
area includes notable uses such as the Walt Disney Company’s Grand

Central Creative Campus, the DreamWorks Animation studios, and the
Glendale Narrows Riverwalk along the Los Angeles River.

Base mapping information for the study area has been gathered at a

‘planning level’ of detail, and includes parcel lines, streets, walkways,
easements, rights-of-ways. Existing and proposed transit station

platform, roadway alignment and other related elements will be included
as the planning process progresses.
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Study Area

4

POLICY
FRAMEWORK &
PLANNING
STUDIES
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POLICY FRAMEWORK & PLANNING STUDIES
The policies and plans summary provides a context for and informs

planning decisions. Each assessment has been undertaken through the
lens of addressing key Study objectives—creating an integrated multimodal Glenoaks corridor, connecting complete streets, and fostering
development of supportive land uses.

The consultant team has reviewed and assessed City of Glendale existing
and ongoing plans and studies related to the West Glendale Sustainable
Transportation and Land Use Study. These include:










Glendale Plan Circulation Element
Trails Master Plan
Urban Art Program
Downtown Specific Plan and South Glendale Community Plan
Downtown Mobility Study
Streetcar Feasibility Study (ongoing)
Bicycle Transportation Plan
Safe and Healthy Streets Plan
Space 134 Freeway Cap Park Vision Plan

Glendale Plan Circulation Element (1998)
The Circulation Element addresses both transportation and recreational
bicycle and pedestrian travel with an emphasis on the role of bicycling and
walking as a general means of transportation. The plan strives to reduce
parking demand and carbon emissions through enhancing pedestrian
infrastructure and increasing carpooling and parking management
programs.

Glendale Trails Master Plan (2008)
The Citywide Trails Master Plan establishes guidelines for multipurpose
(pedestrian, bicycle, equestrian) trail development, trailhead design, public
access to open space and park areas, signage, and volunteer programs. In

addition, detailed maps and plans for trails within the Verdugo Mountains,

the San Rafael Hills, and the San Gabriel Mountains were approved by City
Council in early 2008.

Glendale Urban Art Program (2010)

The consultant team has also gained familiarity with similar efforts in

The Urban Art Program mandates the inclusion of public art in new

documents affecting the study area, including:

encourage

adjacent communities as well as regional, statewide and Caltrans










Burbank Citywide Complete Streets Plan
Burbank Bike Master Plan
North Hollywood-Pasadena BRT Study (ongoing)
LA County Metro Active Transportation Strategic Plan
LA County Metro First/Last Mile Strategic Plan
Los Angeles/Glendale/Burbank Metrolink Feasibility Study
Southern California Association of Governments Regional
Transportation Plan
California Complete Streets Act
SB 743

development. Through the addition of public art, the program hopes to
pedestrian

activity

and

diversify

Glendale’s

cultural

environment. The implementation of the public art results from

collaboration between artists, developers, designers, city officials, and
community members.
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South Glendale Community Plan
Developed in 2018, the South Glendale Community Plan provides an

official guide to development within the neighborhoods and commercial

enhancements, including consistent street trees, wider sidewalks and

highly visible crosswalks, will make the Pacific Avenue Gateway an easy
and attractive place to walk.

districts. The Plan envisions the maintenance, enhancement, or

transformation of South Glendale’s various neighborhoods, centers, and
corridors over the next quarter century. In general, the scale and

character of South Glendale’s residential neighborhoods are maintained,
while corridors such as Central Avenue, Colorado Street, and portions of
Broadway and Glendale Avenue are transformed with higher-density,

mixed-use buildings that take advantage of existing and proposed transit
routes. Meanwhile, the multi-family blocks parallel to the Broadway,

Central Avenue, and Colorado Street transit corridors are re-zoned as an

‘affordable housing overlay zone’ to provide affordable and inclusionary
housing. The following key components impact the Study.

San Fernando Road Vision
A ‘Creative Corridor’ initiative to grow San Fernando Road’s creative
industry, which then accounted for over 1/3 of area businesses. The

corridor continues to evolve with a mix of industrial and light industrial

uses north of Pacific Avenue and creative arts and infill housing projects
defining the area between Pacific Avenue and Tropico.

Pacific Avenue Gateway Center
The Pacific Avenue Gateway provides convenient access to the 134
Freeway and to residential and commercial areas, including the

Downtown via Pioneer Drive and Doran Street. Large, underdeveloped
parcels at Pacific Avenue and Pioneer Drive offer the potential for

introducing mixed-use buildings that accommodate employment and/or
residential uses. With streetscape improvements, the new buildings will
create an attractive and welcoming gateway into south Glendale and
introduce urban amenities near the hotel and the Vineyard

neighborhood to the south. Streetscape improvements and pedestrian
8

Vision

South Central Corridor

Expansion of Bicycle and Open Space Network.

The South Central Corridor consists of the portion of South Central

Greenways will be introduced along key streets and bicycle lanes will link

Avenues to the South. South Central Avenue is a major arterial that

parks, schools, and neighborhood centers.

Avenue between Elk Avenue to the north and Cypress and Magnolia
accommodates public transit service, including Metro Local, Rapid, and

Glendale residents, office workers, and commuters with South Glendale’s

Shuttle bus lines and Glendale Beeline service. It is lined with an eclectic

mix of retail, commercial, and residential uses reflecting a variety of time

periods and architectural styles that accommodate frequent public transit
with direct access to the Metrolink Station. The South Central Corridor

growth continues with higher density, 4- to 6-story mixed-use buildings

fronting South Central Avenue, transitioning to 2- to 4-story apartments
and condominiums next to adjacent neighborhoods and alongside
streets.

Framework Diagram

Mobility Network Diagram
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Downtown Specific Plan

Downtown Districts

The Downtown Specific Plan (DSP), a mixed-use development district,
guides the development of Glendale’s city center. It provides for a vibrant
array of commercial (retail, service, office, entertainment) uses and very
high density, urban housing/mixed-use developments.
The following key components impact Study.

Gateway District
Located at the northern portion of the Downtown Specific Plan (DSP)
area, the Gateway District features the most visibly noted skyline of
Downtown Glendale. Characterized by high-rise development, the district
is home to numerous corporate headquarters and businesses whose
multi-storied towers are visible from the various viewpoints throughout
the city and the 134 Freeway. The focus of the area is the continued
promotion and location of corporate headquarters, new hotels, mixeduse and residential buildings, complementary/accessory service and retail
businesses at the street level, as well as the introduction of appropriate
night-time entertainment uses. Parcels within the West Glendale Study
area east of Central Avenue are part of the Gateway District. Land
use concepts must be consistent with this district vision.

Building Heights and Floor Area Ratios
Each Downtown district has height and floor area criteria. In the DSP,
development density is defined by the Floor Area Ratio (FAR). Provided
the urban design standards are met, the maximum by-right height and
FAR allowed for each district may be built. A Community Benefits
program has been included as part of the DSP that allows for additional
height or floor area for qualified projects providing the community
benefits identified as priorities to the City’s vision. Projects participating
in the Community Benefits program that provide additional public
benefits, such as additional publicly accessible open space, greater
diversity in housing mix, mobility improvements and public art on-site,
may qualify for additional development potential up to the maximum.
Parcels within the West Glendale study area must comply with these
requirements.
10

Building Heights/Floor Area Ratio Limits

Streetscape Typologies

Street Typologies

The treatment of sidewalks, setbacks and building facades vary, based on
the different uses, functions and scales of different streets. Downtown’s

image and comfort are largely determined by the physical proportions of
the streets and public rights-of-way, as defined by facing buildings, their
frontages, setbacks, parkways and the streets themselves. Collectively,

these shape the pedestrian experience by creating a sense of enclosure
and well-defined pedestrian zones. As such, the street and setback
dimensions directly affect the quality and pace of the pedestrian

experience. In order to enhance and regulate the streetscapes and

pedestrian experience, the DSP establishes a set of street types with

different design considerations. Street types are defined street width,
land use context, and transportation/pedestrian characteristics. The

classifications are meant to serve as a guide for designing appropriates

streetscape environments. Parcels within the West Glendale study area
along Central Avenue and Arden Avenue are designated as ‘Mixeduse Commercial Streets’. Development must comply with these

typologies.

Mobility Network

Mobility Network
The mobility network shows the proposed hierarchy and priority of
transportation modes on existing streets, as well as potential

opportunities to expand this network with new streets. The network map
shows a new street classification which includes Pedestrian Priority

Streets, Transit Priority Streets, Bicycle Priority Streets and Auto Priority

Streets and a methodology to balance the sometimes competing needs
of these different modes.

Within the West Glendale Study area, both Central Avenue and

Brand Boulevard are identified as ‘Vehicular Mobility Streets’ while
Brand is also designated as a ‘Transit Priority Street’. Street
development must comply with these designations.
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Downtown Mobility Study
The Mobility Study gathers under a single umbrella the full range of bestpractices to reduce auto congestion and promote multi-modal

transportation. Each of these—free bus shuttle, parking benefit districts,

in-lieu fees, and transit-priority streets, among others—are tailored to the

physical vision articulated by the Downtown Specific Plan.

The essential strategy of the Downtown Mobility Study is to rethink the
street network, identifying primary streets for different types of users.

While capacity will be increased where necessary, streets will be designed
for the mobility of people. The Study proposes that Glendale’s approach
to streets should focus on moving people, not cars:




Each street should have a primary purpose (auto traffic, transit,
pedestrian, bicycle) and should be designed to maximize
efficiency and comfort of that mode.
The City should evaluate each type of street according to a set of
standards that optimizes use of its primary mode. Glendale
should have a system to balance between all modes.

The following key components impact the Study.

Primary Auto Streets
Primary Auto Streets give first priority to moving automobile traffic. In

terms of measuring their performance and design, they essentially follow
the existing definition of a primary arterial street in Glendale. On these
streets, first priority is given to meeting automobile level of service

standards (e.g., in signal prioritization). Other modes, while not entirely
ignored, take second priority.

Central Avenue through the West Glendale Study planning area is
designated as Primary Auto Street.

12

2030 Level of Service Analysis

Primary Transit Streets
In most cities where growth has occurred with little or no increase in

traffic congestion, a fundamental part of that success was improving the

Street Classifications

visibility and reliability of transit service. A key part of most

improvements is protecting transit vehicles from rising traffic congestion
that will otherwise cause steadily declining transit speeds, increasing

unreliability, higher operating costs, and eventual deterioration of the
entire transit network. In addition, key corridors—including all transit
corridors and connections between transit corridors and major

destinations—should ideally give the highest possible level of comfort
and safety for pedestrians. Primary Transit Streets give first priority to
moving transit. These are the streets where, for example:






Signal prioritization devices and traffic signal timing should give
first priority to speeding up buses, even at the expense of some
loss of performance or automobile level of service.
Bus bulb-outs should be installed where needed, and where first
priority is given for investments in transit amenities, such as
better shelters.
High priority must be given to creating excellent conditions for
pedestrians, in the design of both streets and buildings.

Proposed peak hour transit service streets include Brand Boulevard
and Glenoaks Boulevard.
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Streetcar Feasibility (ongoing)
The City of Glendale is currently engaged in a streetcar feasibility study
that would seek to connect the Larry Zarian Transportation Center with
the vibrant heart of the Downtown. A modern streetcar line would
establish a connection between its centers of entertainment, dining,
shopping, and residents along the Brand Boulevard and Central Avenue
corridors. With connections to Beeline bus service, Metro bus lines, and
rail service at the Larry Zarian Transportation Center, the streetcar has the
potential to attract visitors and tourists in addition to creating an
improved transit connection for those who live and work in Glendale.
Two routes are being assessed.

Route 1
The loop option would utilize both Brand Boulevard and Central Avenue
to connect with the Larry Zarian Transportation Center. A northbound
track would service Central Avenue north of Colorado Street, while a
southbound track would service Brand Boulevard. South of Colorado the
north and southbound tracks would both operate on Central Avenue
until they connect at the Larry Zarian Transportation Center, with existing
Amtrak and Metrolink services.
Route 1
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Route 2
The bi-directional option would serve north and southbound tracks on

Central Avenue, south of Colorado Street, and move to Brand Boulevard
north of Colorado Street. This would concentrate the streetcar on
Glendale’s most popular pedestrian street and the center of
entertainment, dining, and shopping activity within the city.

Both Route options include alignments and stops that are within the
West Glendale Sustainable Land Use and Transportation Study
Route 2

Bicycle Transportation Plan (2012)

Goals, Policies, and Actions

Completed in 2012, The Bicycle Transportation Plan embraces a vision for
an active and healthy community, where bicycling can serve as primary
form of transportation for residents and visitors. The Plan identifies
current Glendale plans and policies that support opportunities for
healthier lifestyles, reduced dependence on automobiles, safer streets,
reduced energy consumption, and the creation of vibrant
neighborhoods. The Glendale Bicycle Transportation Plan serves as an
important next step toward integrating bicycles into the transportation
system. The Plan intends to guide the City in planning, development,
design, and maintenance for new and upgraded bicycle facilities for the
next 20 years. Multiple routes and improvement options are within
the West Glendale Sustainable Transportation and Land Use Study.

Glendale hopes to accomplish several goals with the Bicycle

Existing and Proposed Bikeways

Transportation Plan:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Create an environment where people of all ages can circulate
safely and easily on a bicycle.
Increase the number of bicyclists by enticing more people to use
their bicycles instead of driving.
Promote the health of Glendale residents.
Enhance the economic viability of Glendale.
Reduce greenhouse gas emissions and energy consumption.
Develop and implement an educational program for safe
bicycling.

In order to accomplish these goals, the City outlines in the Plan many
policies with subsequent actions that effect the West Glendale
Sustainable Transportation Study and Land Use, including:
1.
2.

3.

The City will develop a complete bikeway network throughout
Glendale
The City will actively accommodate and encourage safe and
convenient bicycle utilitarian trips to schools, employment sites,
stores, parks, and other destinations throughout Glendale.
The City will take steps to reduce the bicycle-involved crash rate
(fewer crashes per mile ridden).

The City will make bicycle parking available, secure, and convenient
throughout Glendale.
1.
2.
3.

The City will work to implement Safe Routes to School (SRTS)
programs in each Glendale school within the next 10 years.
The City will ensure that new development is bikeable, walkable,
and barrier-free.
The City will implement this Bicycle Transportation Plan within 20
years.
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Planned Projects
To better accommodate and encourage bicycling in Glendale, the City

plans many improvements including new bikeways, bicycle parking, links
to transit, amenities, and programs. The network provides access to

destinations such as schools, parks, hospitals, commercial corridors,
housing, and regional connections. While confident cyclists may be

comfortable bicycling on a major arterial that has a bicycle lane, a novice

cyclist may feel more comfortable on a parallel neighborhood street. This
Plan aims to serve all types of users. These include the following design
tools:
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Sharrows. These pavement markings enhance Class III routes and
show drivers and bicyclists where to ride in the lane.
Colored bicycle lane. Coloring the pavement below the bicycle
lane stencil can enhance the visibility and traffic calming effects
of bicycle lanes.
B-type Sharrows. This device provides more frequent and
prominent markings of the shared use arrow and is used to
emphasize the shared lane more than a typical sharrow.
Road Diet. A road diet is the elimination of one or more lanes
(parking, travel, or two-way-left-turn) to make room for bicycle
facilities.
Signage. Wayfinding signage can enhance the bikeway network,
especially on Class III facilities.

Planned Glenoaks Boulevard Projects in Study Area Vicinity

Safe and Healthy Streets Plan
Through its recommended policies, programs, and resources, the Safe
and Healthy Streets Plan seeks a new vision of Glendale where residents
live safer, healthier lives by walking and riding a bicycle for both
transportation and recreation. This vision promotes the goal of creating a
transportation network that meets the needs of all road users, including
pedestrians, bicyclists, transit passengers, and people of all ages and
abilities, as well as motor vehicles.



permanent whenever a pilot project is successful or dropped
when it is not.
Pursue inexpensive and experimental pilot projects for
pedestrians and bicyclists that can be made permanent whenever
a pilot project is successful or dropped when it is not.
One of Five Overarching Policies

The Plan includes a number of recommendations that may support
concepts developed as part of the West Glendale Sustainable Land
Use and Transportation Study.
Policies to maintain and update design standards that reduce vehicular
speeds:


Maintain and update traffic calming measures in the Glendale
Traffic Calming Program

Policies that incorporate best practices in pedestrian and bicycle facility

design:






Strive to implement detailed pedestrian and bicyclist design
guidelines, derived from FHWA pedestrian and bicyclist safety
guidelines, that exceed minimum state and federal standards,
and to be incorporated into the Bikeway Master Plan, Safe
Routes to School Plan, and other pedestrian or bicyclist related
documents.
Continue with implementation of mobility standards that
encourage walking, biking, and transit use.
Establish and encourage bicycle sharing facilities.
Incorporate pedestrian and bicyclist project review into all capital
improvement projects. Continue referring to the Bikeway Master
Plan and FHWA Pedestrian Safety Guidelines for all Capital
Improvement projects. Pursue inexpensive and experimental
pilot projects for pedestrians and bicyclists that can be made
17

Space 134 Freeway Cap Park Vision Plan
The intent of the Plan is to reestablish a connection between the

residential neighborhoods north of the freeway and the downtown core
through a cap park comprised of two parts, the Heart (Downtown Park)

This plan will continue to evolve as the project undergoes more

specialized technical studies, as further public input is received, and as
important questions are addressed relating to engineering, air quality,
traffic and noise impacts among other issues.

and the Soul (Neighborhood Park).

Space 134 will eventually extend for a .7-mile length of the freeway

between Central and Balboa avenues, but will be built in phases, with the
first phase to be built between Central Avenue and Brand Boulevard.

Glendale is planning on private and public funding sources to help pay
for the cap park, with hopes to start construction after 2020.

The segment of the park that is adjacent to the West Glendale
Sustainable Land Use and Transportation Study area extends

between Central Avenue and Louise and would be oriented toward
downtown. It would include a restaurant, a mobility hub with bike
parking and rental facilities, and transit connections.

From Louise east to Balboa, in the more residential areas, there would be
a playground, community centers, and sports courts. There would be

three event spaces throughout Space 134. The downtown section could
handle large-scale events like festivals. Much-desired walking trails will
run the length of the cap park.

Glendale Freeway Ramps/Space 134 Preliminary Engineering
Study
The City of Glendale issued a Request for Proposals (RFP) to solicit

proposals from qualified consultants to provide Preliminary Engineering

for the Glendale Freeway Ramps / Space 134 Project. The RFP focuses on
identifying Preliminary Engineering and delivery of federally funded
transportation infrastructure.

18

Space 134 Freeway Cap Park Vision Graphic

Burbank Citywide Complete Streets Plan (ongoing)
Since January 2019, the City of Burbank has been working on a Citywide
Complete Streets Plan. If the plan is adopted, it will recommend

strategies to make Burbank’s future streets more ‘Complete’. Burbank’s

Complete Streets are defined as streets that are designed, operated, and
maintained to enable safe access for all users — pedestrians, bicyclists,
motorists, and transit riders of all ages and abilities.

The City of Burbank is currently conducting rounds of events to provide
the community opportunities to participate in developing ideas,
concepts, and analyzing approaches that address the wide range of
issues that the community identified.
This planning effort is being conducted by the City of Burbank and is
supported by grant funding from the State of California Department of
Transportation (Caltrans) via the Sustainable Communities Grants
Program.

The Complete Streets Plan strives to fulfill the City’s Burbank 2035

General Plan by creating an actionable project for the community. The
Plan will identify future goals and policies, catalog existing street

infrastructure conditions, identify new infrastructure standards, and

develop an implementation plan for future projects. The Plan will identify
benchmarks for ways in which the City of Burbank can improve safety,

sustainability, health, transportation equity, connectivity, and economic
vitality to build better neighborhoods and develop responsibly in the
future.

The following key components impact the Study.

Extending Bicycle Access Citywide
Burbank has a broad and growing network of bicycle infrastructure that
provides commuting and recreational options citywide. The existing
bicycle network does, however, face some challenges.






There are barriers presented by rail and freeway infrastructure that
create gaps in the network. The bicycle network should prioritize
high-demand gaps, especially connections to Downtown Burbank,
the regional San Fernando bike path, and the LA River bike path.
The bicycle network should improve reliability and legibility, i.e., it
should provide clear long-distance corridors for north/south and
east/west travel and provide a consistent bicycling experience for the
entire ride.
To reduce the threshold of entry for novice bicyclists, efforts should
be made to expand the City’s protected bicycle infrastructure.
19

Burbank Bike Master Plan (2009)
The Bike Master Plan provides policy goals for bicycle infrastructure in

Burbank over a 25-year period. Burbank understands the relation between

robust bicycle infrastructure, sustainability and quality of life. The plan

proposes two ‘Bicycle Boulevards’, or streets with low vehicular traffic and

high bicycle traffic, on Flower Street and Kenneth Road. It also proposes
linking the Downtown Burbank MetroLink Station to the Glendale City
Limits via a Class I Bike Path.

Key Complete Streets Element— Alameda Avenue Underpass

20

North Hollywood to Pasadena Bus Rapid Transit
Corridor Study (ongoing)
The Metro North Hollywood to Pasadena Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) aims to
meet growing demand for service between the San Fernando and San

Within Glendale, the BRT operates along Glenoaks Boulevard, before
continuing via three different potential routes:

Gabriel valleys. BRT uses dedicated bus lanes, frequent service, limited

1.

form of transit.

2.
3.

stops, and advanced fare collection techniques to provide a high-quality
The on-going study for the North Hollywood to Pasadena Transit

Corridor (NoHo to Pasadena BRT) considers a corridor that extends

approximately 18 miles and is a key regional connection between the San
Fernando and San Gabriel Valleys with connections to the Metro Red,
Orange and Gold Lines, as well as Metrolink and other municipal bus
lines.

During the summer of 2019, Metro held a 60-day public scoping period
to receive comments on the proposed project and environmental issues
that the Project’s Draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR) should
address. Metro ended its scoping period on August 15, 2019 and
received over 2,500 comments from numerous stakeholders. The Draft
EIR is anticipated to be released in Spring 2020 for public review and
comment.

At Central Avenue, the BRT could merge onto the SR-134 and
continue east toward Eagle Rock
Via Central Avenue to Broadway
Via Central Avenue to Colorado Street. Both Broadway and
Colorado Street are being considered for east-west travel within
Glendale as each option provides connections to different key
destinations within the city, including the Glendale Galleria, The
Americana at Brand and the new Armenian American Museum.

Through the West Glendale Sustainable Land Use and
Transportation Study area, the alignment is along Glenoaks
Boulevard, with stops at Alameda Avenue, Grandview Avenue, and
Central
North Hollywood to Pasadena BRT Corridor

The North Hollywood to Pasadena BRT Project is funded by Measure M
and Senate Bill 1, which provide $267 million in funding. The Project has
an anticipated opening date in 2024.
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Project Description. The proposed project could include:





18 to 21 potential stations. More specific determinations
regarding station locations are dependent upon further design
development and environmental analysis.
Enhanced facilities and features for a premium transit service,
including signal priority and frequent service
Potential First/Last Mile improvements to further enhance
mobility and access to the proposed BRT Project.

Dedicated bus lanes in areas where there is adequate existing street
width. The configuration of dedicated bus lanes could be:
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Curb-running
Side-running—alongside existing parking and bicycle facilities,
Median-running—in the center of the roadway or alongside
roadway medians

Potential BRT Lane Configurations

LA County Metro Active Transportation Strategic Plan
(2016)

Los Angeles/Glendale/Burbank Metrolink Feasibility
Study (2019)

The Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (Metro)

Metro conducted a Feasibility Study to understand the outcomes of

local cities and Los Angeles County Transit agencies in setting bicycle-

and Union Station. The study recommends achieving bi-directional

Active Transportation Strategic Plan (ATSP) is intended to be used by

and pedestrian-related priorities that lead to regional improvements. The

document discusses the significance of walking and biking with transit as
a way of expanding mobility options within the region. The ATSP

document inventories and maps existing and planned facilities and
provides information regarding past expenditures by the 89 local

jurisdictions within the county. The plan focuses on improving first and
last mile access to transit and proposes a regional network of active
transportation facilities, including shared-use paths and on-street

bikeways.

LA County Metro First/Last Mile Strategic Plan (2014)
The Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (Metro)

released their First/Last Mile Strategic Plan. The goal of this document is

to provide guidelines to improve access to transit across the county, and
in doing so, maximize multi-modal benefits. The guidance in this

document aligns with the GCCOG SCS, the SCAG RTP/SCS and the Metro

Countywide Sustainability Planning Policy, described above. The First/Last
Mile Strategic Plan cites the existing conditions, both in terms of design

and safety statistics, and introduces the concept of The Path, a proposed
countywide transit access network, comprised of a series of active

transportation improvements that extend to and from Metro Rail and Bus

increasing MetroLink service between the cities of Glendale and Burbank
service on the Antelope Valley Line every 30 minutes by the year 2040 (M
Option 30). The study also identified that, compared to other modes of
transit, M Option 30 is best suited to meet the specific needs of the
corridor.

Southern California Association of Governments
Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities
Strategy (2016)
The 2016-2040 Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities
Strategy (RTP/SCS) integrates the region’s transportation and land use

planning. The non-motorized transportation section provides information
regarding existing mode split, bicyclist types, bicycle safety, the California
Strategic Highway Safety Plan for bicyclists, and identifies

implementation priorities for local jurisdictions. Of the $556.5 billion

transportation expenditures in the RTP, $12.9 billion are allocated for

non-motorized projects. Like the LA County Metro SCS discussed above,
the SCAG SCS is superseded by the GCCOG sub-regional SCS but is

relevant in understanding regional goals in order to align the proposed
bicycle network in Glendale with the rest of the Southern California

region.

Rapid Transit (BRT) stations. The document also includes a step-by-step
process for identifying a Path network for any given station area and a
toolbox of improvements that would help establish a Path network
around the station.
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California Complete Streets Act (2008)

SB 743 (2013)

Assembly Bill 1358, the “California Complete Streets Act of 2008,”

SB 743 directed the Office of Planning and Research (OPR) to develop

substantive revision of the circulation element of the general plan,

the significance of transportation impacts and define alternative metrics

requires “that the legislative body of a city or county, upon any

modify the circulation element to plan for a balanced multimodal

transportation network that meets the needs of all users [including]
motorists, pedestrians, bicyclists, children, persons with disabilities,
seniors, movers of commercial goods, and users of public

transportation….” This provision of the law went into effect on January 1,

2011. The law also directs the Governor’s Office of Planning and Research

to amend its guidelines for the development of circulation elements so as
to assist cities and counties in meeting the above requirement.

revisions to the CEQA Guidelines to establish new criteria for determining
apart from LOS. On September 27, 2013, Governor Brown signed SB 743
into law and started a process that is changing transportation impact

analysis as part of CEQA compliance. These changes include elimination
of auto delay, Level of Service (LOS), and other similar measures of
vehicular capacity or traffic congestion as a basis for determining

significant impacts. According to the legislative intent contained in SB
743, these changes to current practice were enacted to “…more

appropriately balance the needs of congestion management with

statewide goals related to infill development, promotion of public health
through active transportation, and reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions.”

In December of 2018, OPR released the Technical Advisory on Evaluating
Transportation Impacts in CEQA, which was an update to prior

documents offering guidance and discussion of SB 743 implementation.
Of particular relevance to this proposed plan is the updated text of the
proposed new Section 15064.3 that relates to the determination of the
significance of transportations impacts through vehicle miles traveled

(VMT), alternatives and mitigation measures and the state’s legislative

intent to promote infill development and active transportation as ways of
advancing public health and greenhouse gas emission reductions.

Transportation projects that provide additional vehicle capacity and may
induce increased VMT are also required to be studied with a VMT metric
for CEQA purposes.
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TRANSPORTATION ANALYSIS
Existing Transportation Network
The following section details the transit options, arterial roadways, and
bicycle and pedestrian networks that exist in West Glendale.

Transit Network
Several modes of public transit provide access to West Glendale. Metro

Local Line 94, Metro Rapid Line 794, and Metro Express Line 501 all serve

Glendale. Additionally, both MetroLink Ventura County Line and Antelope
Valley Line serve the community. Table 1 provides more detail concerning

Glendale’s access to transit. Transit routes in the study area are shown in
the table.
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West Glendale Street Network

opportunities for modifications that meet the goals of this effort.

Glendale’s street network consists of the major freeways like Ventura
Freeway (California State Route 134), arterials, collector streets, and local
streets with Interstate 5 located in the northwestern portion of the city.
Within the study area, major arterials include: Glenoaks Boulevard, San
Fernando Road, Western Avenue, Sonora Avenue, Brand Boulevard, and
Colorado Street. The network predominantly follows a north-south grid
pattern, with a northwest-southwest grid in West Glendale.

The review found that most streets provide sidewalks, parking, and
vehicle travel lanes. Bicycle facilities were found on some streets, though
it should be noted that per the California Vehicle Code, bicycles are
generally expected to ride on-street and can be expected to use vehicle
travel lanes, except on streets that have bicycle lanes or protected bicycle
lanes.

The table provides an overview of the main thoroughfares in the study
area. Detailed measurements of the roadway cross-sections were
collected to get a more nuanced understanding of how the public rightof-way is being utilized, the type and extent of vehicle, bicycle, and
pedestrian facilities available, and to understand where there are

Most local streets have a similar street width and cross-section that
includes two travel lanes, sidewalks, and parking on both sides. Larger
streets, such as those listed below, tend to see greater variation among
them, in terms of the number of travel lanes, sidewalk width, and
presence of a bicycle facility. Figure 2 shows existing and planned bicycle
facilities in the study area.
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Level of Traffic Stress
Level of Traffic Stress (LTS) is a framework for assessing bikeability by

classifying road segments into four categories and tying those categories
to groups of users who will tolerate them. This methodology applies the
principals in the Mineta Transportation Paper Institute paper on Low
Stress Bicycling and Network Connectivity.

The four categories of LTS are as follows: LTS 1 is intended to be

tolerated by “most children”; LTS 2 tolerated by the “mainstream adult

population”; LTS 3 tolerated by “American cyclists who are ‘enthused and

confident’”; and LTS 4 tolerated only by the “strong and fearless.” The LTS
scores are calculated based on several features, including presence of

bicycle infrastructure, functional classification, number of vehicle travel
lanes, speed limits, and other roadway characteristics, such as whether
the facility is a one-way street, a two-way street, or a trail.

OpenStreetMap (OSM) data was used for the LTS calculations. OSM data

for the study area was extracted and two key features that are used in the

calculation - the number of vehicle travel lanes and speed limits – were

cleaned up by comparing the OSM data with observed conditions. Some
segments were also missing lanes or speed limit data, these gaps were

A large portion of road segments are at LTS 1, meaning that they can be

tolerated by most children. Most of these roadways are residential streets
with a speed limits of 25 mph and travel lanes equal to or less than three
lanes. Some secondary roads and most of the tertiary roads

perpendicular to Glenoaks Boulevard are LTS 2 or LTS 3, including
Grandview Avenue, Pacific Avenue, and Sonora Avenue.

Most of the primary and secondary arterials score the lowest level of

bikeability, LTS 4, including Glenoaks Boulevard and San Fernando Road,
despite the former having bike lanes in both directions. Although bike
lanes are provided, the number of lanes, vehicle volumes, and vehicle

speeds do not lead to a particularly comfortable biking environment for
the average person who may be interested in traveling via bicycle.

Another consideration of note is that neighborhoods tend to be “islands”
of comfortable bicycling streets; the larger streets act as barriers that can
prevent users from traveling to commercial destinations or beyond the
two-lane streets in their neighborhood. Addressing this challenge can

substantially increase the appeal and utility that bicycling offers potential

users. The LTS network and score for the study area is shown in Figure 3.

filled with field checks or inferred based on the OSM functional

classification of the roadway. After cleaning up the data, internal

calculation tool was used to generate the LTS network categories.
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Collisions History
Between 2014 and 2018, 480 collisions (not including collisions that were

The table below displays the intersections in the study area with the most

Glendale. Most collisions involved someone driving (369) and the

of injury collisions in the study area.

coded as property damage only) occurred on the local streets in West

collisions based on the analysis discussed below. Figure 4 presents a map

remaining collisions were split between 74 collisions involving someone
walking and 37 collisions involving someone biking. While people walking

account for 15 percent of collisions, they disproportionately make up 41
percent of collisions where someone was killed or severely injured (KSI).

KSI Collisions

All Collisions
15%

41%

8%

77%

Vehicles

Bike

44%

15%

Ped

Vehicles

Bike

Ped

#

Intersection

KSI

KSI

Collisions

KSI

Bike

Ped

1

SAN FERNANDO RD & WESTERN
AV

21

4

0

0

2

GLENOAKS BL & WESTERN AV

17

2

0

2

3

SAN FERNANDO RD & SONORA
AV

14

2

0

1

4

BRAND BL & GLENOAKS BL

14

0

0

0

5

PACIFIC AV & ARDEN AV

12

0

0

0

6

PACIFIC AV & STOCKER ST

12

0

0

0

7

GLENOAKS BL & GRANDVIEW AV

11

1

1

0

8

GLENOAKS BL & HIGHLAND AV

10

0

0

0

9

GLENOAKS BL & PACIFIC AV

9

1

1

0

10 CENTRAL AV & STOCKER ST

8

0

0

0
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Collision by Mode

KSI Collisions by Mode

The total number of collisions decreased 7 percent from 2014 to 2018.

While KSI collisions were generally low, people walking, and biking are

collisions. The following years saw a consecutive decrease in collisions, the

are involved in 23 percent of all collisions in West Glendale. Pedestrian

However, from 2014 to 2015 there was an 11 percent increase in total

highest happening from 2016-2017 with a 9 percent decrease. Despite the
overall decrease, vehicle collisions remained relatively similar every year

averaging about 70 percent. Meanwhile collisions involving people

walking and people bicycling remained relatively constant as well, from

2015-2016 bicycle collisions notable increased from a total of 5 to a total

of 16 collisions.

All Collisions

disproportionately involved in 56 percent of all KSI collisions given they
collisions resulting in serious injuries or fatalities made up 41 percent of all
KSI collisions with an average of 2 collisions per year between 2014 and

2018. Bicycle and vehicle collisions resulting in serious injuries or fatalities

were generally consistent with 0 collision per year except for 2016 (3 KSI
bicycle KSI collisions).

KSI Collisions

100

30

Collisions

2015
2016
2017
2018

Vehicles

Bike

Ped

2014

20

2015

Collisions

2014

25
15

2016
2017

10

2018

5

Vehicles

Bike

Ped
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Behavior
Pedestrian Location
Although crosswalks are designated locations for pedestrians to safely

cross streets, most collisions (66 percent) occurred when people were in a
crosswalk. The remaining collisions occurred outside of a crosswalk, which

include mid-block locations without marked crosswalks (16 percent). In the

road, including the shoulder, or not stated (7 percent) and not in road (8
percent). In collisions where someone walking was seriously injured or
killed, most collisions occurred while crossing in crosswalk (64 percent) or
not in a crosswalk (27 percent). The remaining 9 percent of KSI pedestrian
collisions occurred not in road.

All Pedestrians

Pedestrians in KSI Collisions
9%

18%
16%

Crossing in Crosswalk

27%
66%

64%

Crossing Not in Crosswalk
Crossing in Crosswalk
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Crossing Not in Crosswalk

Other

Driver Movement

Drivers are generally driving at higher speeds when proceeding straight,

The driver movement preceding a collision can influence the severity of

which is reflected in the distribution of preceding movements for KSI

were proceeding straight was very similar; 53 percent of drivers were

15 percent of drivers are making a left-turn, and a relatively large

the collision. The percentage of collisions and KSI collisions for drivers that
proceeding straight in all collisions, and 54 percent of drivers were
proceeding straight in KSI collisions.

collisions between vehicles and pedestrians (64 percent). In all collisions,
proportion (23 percent) of drivers are making a left-turn in KSI collisions.

Drivers in KSI Collisions

All Drivers

20%

27%
53%
15%

5%

5%

Proceeding Straight

52%

23%

Right Turn

Left Turn

Other

Proceeding Straight

Right Turn

Left Turn

Other

Drivers in Ped Collisions

Drivers in Bike Collisions

7%
34%

9%

Proceeding Straight

31%

39%

38%
16%

26%
Right Turn

Left Turn

Other

Proceeding Straight

Right Turn

Left Turn

Other
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Driving Under the Influence
A driver under the influence of alcohol and/or drugs increases the

likelihood of a collision resulting in serious injury or a fatality. From 2014
to 2018, 3 percent of collisions involved a driver under the influence. That
percentage increased to 4 percent for KSI collisions.

All Collisions
3%

97%
Alcohol Involved

No Alcohol Involved

KSI Collisions
4%

96%
Alcohol Involved

38

No Alcohol Involved

Who
Victim Age
The age distribution of victims in all collisions roughly reflects the age

distribution of the total population in West Glendale with people ages 2059 involved in the majority of collisions (58 percent) followed by people 60

years and over (24 percent) and under and then people under 19 (18%).
Across the board, each age group made up similar percentages for KSI

collisions. People ages 20-59 account for 54 percent, 60 years and over
36%, and people under 19 11 %. Older people are likely overrepresented

in KSI collisions because they are more likely to rely on walking, which also

includes walking to and from transit, which makes them more vulnerable

to being killed or severely injured in a collision than someone driving a
vehicle.

Total Populatation

All Victims

Under 19

19%

60+

11%

18%

21%

60%

KSI Victims

20-59

58%

Under 19

24%

60+

20-59

54%

Under 19

36%

60+

20-59
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Victim Gender
In all collisions, the victim gender breakdown is distributed differently with
55 percent female residents, 39 percent male residents, and 6 percent not

stated. In KSI collisions, however, male victims are overrepresented and
account for 55 percent of people who were killed or severely injured.

All Victims
6%
39%
55%

Male

Female

Not Stated

KSI Victim
4%
41%

Male

40

55%

Female

Not Stated

Traffic Counts and Forecast

•

The impacts and benefits of active transportation improvements for

protected bike lanes on Glenoaks Boulevard and a network of connected
complete streets in West Glendale have been analyzed. Discussed in this
document are the existing traffic conditions, the tools and

methodologies applied to forecast future volumes, conceptual corridor

•

planning that informs changes to corridor geometry and signal timing,
and the estimated effect on intersection operations and vehicle miles
traveled.

•

Analysis Summary
This analysis presents the results of a conceptual planning process that

sought to incorporate and build off the Metro transit corridor project on
Glenoaks Boulevard, explore opportunities to enhance the active

transportation environment, and promote sustainable transportation.

This effort conducted a transportation evaluation through the following
steps:
•
•
•

Researching and obtaining historic counts in the study area in light
of a lack of available data from COVID travel restrictions
Conducting an existing level of service analysis
Using the City’s Travel Demand Forecasting Model (TDFM) to:
o Compare potential land use changes with anticipated land
use changes in the TDFM
o Using the TDFM to develop future no project future forecasts
that assume implementation of the North Hollywood to
Pasadena Transit Corridor Project on Glenoaks Boulevard
o Using the TDFM to develop future with project forecasts that
assume active transportation and first/last mile
enhancements
o Using the TDFM to estimate shifts in travel route and travel
mode from potential changes to the Glenoaks Boulevard,
Grandview Avenue, and Western Avenue corridors

•

Reviewing available data from Metro’s Transit Corridor project (no
details on intersection analysis and assumptions have been made
available as of this writing) to develop concept plans for priority
intersections that assume implementation of the transit corridor
project and protected bike lanes
Reviewing geometry, traffic volumes, right-of-way, collision history,
signal phasing, and design practices for accommodating protected
bicycle facilities and reducing modal conflicts at intersections
Conducting a level of service analysis that seeks to evaluate the
potential impact of adding protected bicycle facilities on Glenoaks
Boulevard, Grandview Avenue, and Western Avenue corridors to
enhance safety, travel options, economic vitality, air quality, and
access to the proposed transit project
Conducting additional sensitivity analysis that tested additional
phasing changes that could provide exclusive bicycle or pedestrian
phases at the analyzed locations

While this analysis should be refined as more information is made

available about Metro’s proposed design and operation of the corridor,
this preliminary analysis suggests that enhancing active transportation
facilities would not have a detrimental effect. Where modifications to

intersections consist of signal treatments or intersection geometry that
include the transit corridor, increases in delay were not estimated at

more than ten seconds to include protected bikeway facilities. There was
one exception: the intersection of Western Avenue & San Fernando

Road. The tradeoffs between comfort, convenience, and delay for all
users should be further considered and analyzed while refining

implementation options on these corridors and for exploring additional
design options at Western Avenue & San Fernando Road.

Study Area Analysis
The effort focused on the area of Glendale generally bounded by the

western City limit, the Los Angeles River and Verdugo Wash to the south,
Brand Boulevard to the east, and Glenwood Road to the North.
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Metro is completing planning and environmental review to implement an

18-mile transit corridor between North Hollywood and Pasadena that

would utilize Glenoaks Boulevard between Pacific Avenue and the

eastern city limit. The proposed project would include a lane reduction

on Glenoaks to accommodate the bus lane in the median-adjacent travel
lane. The Metro transit project is a separate effort from the West

Glendale Sustainable Transportation and Land Use Study and is assumed

to be in place in future baseline conditions for the purpose of identifying
and analyzing potential active transportation projects that support

sustainability and local goals, while complementing Metro’s transit
corridor project.

Study Scope
The following scenarios were analyzed at the intersection level for the

weekday AM peak hour (7:00AM to 10:00AM) and PM peak hour (3:00PM
to 6:00PM):
•

•

Existing (2019) Conditions – The existing conditions analysis
includes an assessment of traffic volumes and operating
conditions.
Cumulative Year (2040) Conditions – This scenario represents
future traffic conditions without the proposed project consistent
with land use assumptions in the City of Glendale Travel Demand
Forecasting Model (TDFM) for year 2040 and the annual growth
projected in the area through 2040. In addition, Metro’s transit
corridor project is reflected in this scenario as a baseline network
change.

The analysis focuses on the weekday operations. Ten intersections on
four corridors were identified for analysis:
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Western Avenue & Glenoaks Boulevard
Sonora Avenue & Glenoaks Boulevard
Grandview Avenue & Glenoaks Boulevard
Highland Avenue & Glenoaks Boulevard

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Pacific Avenue & Glenoaks Boulevard
Western Avenue & Flower Street
Sonora Avenue & Flower Street
Grandview Avenue & Flower Street
Western Avenue & San Fernando Road
Grandview Avenue & San Fernando Road

Existing (2019) Traffic Volumes and Levels of Service
This section presents the existing (2019) peak hour turning movement

traffic volumes for the analyzed intersections, describes the methodology
used to assess the traffic conditions at each intersection, and analyzes

the resulting operating conditions at each, indicating volume-to-capacity

(V/C) ratios, seconds of delay, and levels of service (LOS). Count sheets
are available in Attachment A.

Existing Traffic Volumes
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic and the shelter-in-place orders from the

Governor and County in April 2020, turning movements counts could not
be collected at these intersections in 2020 since they would not reflect

typical conditions. Therefore, historical counts from 2015 and 2017 were
used for and an ambient growth factor of 1% per year was applied to
adjust the traffic volumes to reflect baseline year 2019. The growth

factor was derived using the City’s travel demand forecasting model.

Level of Service Methodology
Level of service is a qualitative measure used to describe the condition of
traffic flow, ranging from excellent “free-flow” conditions at LOS A to

overloaded “stop-and-go” conditions at LOS F. Since this is not a land
use impact analysis, the City of Glendale is in the process of switching

methodology for SB 743, and the analysis focused on answering different
questions on the different corridors, two methodologies are applied for

the operational analysis– the Highway Capacity Manual, 6th Edition (HCM)

(Transportation Research Board, 2016) methodology and the Intersection
Capacity Utilization (ICU) methodology.

The HCM methodology was used to conduct a planning level of service
analysis at intersections along the corridors of Glenoaks Boulevard and
Western Avenue with the transit corridor project and the proposed

bikeway project. This was performed using the Synchro 10 software

program. Synchro calculates vehicle delay and level of service (LOS)

based on procedures outlined in the HCM. This methodology was used

to determine the intersection delay in seconds and corresponding level
of service (LOS) at the signalized and unsignalized intersections, as

shown in Table 1A. The calculation of delay represents the amount of
delay experienced by vehicles passing through the intersection. The

unsignalized intersection was analyzed using the two-way stop method
from the HCM 6th Edition.

The ICU methodology was used to evaluate the operation at a planning
level for intersections along the corridors of Grandview Avenue and

Flower Street. Volumes are substantially lower along these corridors and
the feasibility questions were focused on the spatial feasibility and a

simpler methodology was used to evaluate operational feasibility. ICU
measures an intersection’s capacity to serve all legs of an intersection

within a complete signal phase cycle. ICU can also indicate how much
reserve capacity the intersection has, or how much the intersection is

over capacity. The V/C ratio is then used to find the corresponding LOS

based on the definitions in Table 1B. Under the ICU methodology, a V/C
ratio is generated for each study intersection based on factors such as

the volume of traffic and the number of lanes providing for such vehicle
movement and a LOS grade.
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Level of Service
(LOS)

Signalized Intersection
Average Control Delay
(sec/veh)

Unsignalized Intersection
Average Control Delay
(sec/veh)

A

< 10.0

< 10.0

B

> 10.1 to 20.0

> 10.1 to 15.0

C

> 20.1 to 35.0

> 15.1 to 25.0

D

> 35.1 to 55.0

> 25.1 to 35.0

E

> 55.1 to 80.0

> 35.1 to 50.0

F

> 80.0

> 50.0

Level of
Service

Volume/Capacity
Ratio

A

0.000 - 0.600

B

>0.600 - 0.700

C

>0.700 - 0.800

Definition
EXCELLENT. No vehicle waits longer than one red light
and no approach phase is fully used.

VERY GOOD. An occasional approach phase is fully
utilized; many drivers begin to feel somewhat what
restricted within groups of vehicles.

GOOD. Occasionally drivers may have to wait through
more than one red light; backups may develop behind
turning vehicles.

FAIR. Delays may be substantial during portions of the
D

>0.800 - 0.900

rush hours, but enough lower volume periods occur to

permit clearing of developing lines, preventing excessive
backups.

E

>0.900 - 1.000

POOR. Represents the most vehicles intersection

approaches can accommodate; may be long lines of
waiting vehicles through several signal cycles.

FAILURE. Backups from nearby locations or on cross
F

> 1.000

streets may restrict or prevent movement of vehicles out
of the intersection approaches. Tremendous delays with
continuously increasing queue lengths.

Source: Transportation Research Circular No. 212, Interim Materials on Highway
Capacity, Transportation Research Board, 1980.
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Existing Levels of Service
Existing year traffic volumes were analyzed using the HCM and ICU

methodologies described above to determine the existing operating

conditions at the study intersections. The table summarizes the results of
the analysis of the existing weekday morning and afternoon peak hour
V/C ratio or delay and corresponding LOS at each of the analyzed

intersections. As depicted in Table 3, four intersections operate at LOS C
or better during both the AM and PM peak hours. Five intersections
operate at LOS C or better during either their AM or PM peak hour.
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Traffic Projections
City of Glendale Travel Demand Forecasting Model
The City of Glendale’s TDFM was used to develop future traffic forecasts

for the study area. It is a local travel demand forecasting model, based on
the Southern California Association of Government’s regional model,

developed as a part of the South Glendale Community Plan study the

City of Glendale undertook in 2016. Land use data and the transportation
network are primary inputs to the Glendale model to estimate trip

generation and assign vehicle trips to the network. The Glendale model
has been calibrated to 2015 base year conditions using observed traffic
counts, census data, and land use data compiled by City staff.

The future year 2040 model was used to develop future traffic forecasts

and vehicle miles traveled (VMT) for the future base and scenarios. The

City’s TDFM includes land use and population increases which were

reviewed to confirm increases in future year land use and population

estimates. In consultation with City staff, no changes were made in the
land use inputs to the future year model as this analysis focuses on

infrastructure changes on local streets and the TDFM includes anticipated
growth. Additional modifications were made to transportation network
inputs to reflect reflects Metro’s transit corridor project on Glenoaks
Boulevard as a baseline change in the Future Base model.

inclusion of three factors in the future no project scenario. The first is the
increase in local and regional land development and population,
consistent with local and regional targets in the Southern California
Association of Governments regional TDFM, that leads to a growth in
traffic. The second is the potential for mode shift as a result of Metro’s
transit corridor project. The third source is the potential for traffic diversion
due to the capacity reduction on Glenoaks Boulevard from the
implementation of Metro’s transit corridor project because it would reduce
the vehicular capacity on Glenoaks Boulevard by one-third, converting six
total travel lanes to four travel lanes, with a dedicated bus lanes in the
future base scenario. Other active transportation improvements that do
not result in capacity modifications may take place and are not included in
the TDFM analysis as the tool is not sensitive enough to model changes in
traffic from improvements at this scale.
Area Traffic Growth
Based on the location of study intersections and the anticipated land use
growth projected in the City’s TDFM, future forecasted intersection

volumes were compared against existing counts to develop a growth

factor that reflected anticipated growth. A growth factor of one percent
per year was applied to adjust the existing year traffic volumes to reflect
the effects of regional growth and development for the future base year
2040. For Intersections located south of the Glenoaks Boulevard, a

growth factor of one percent per year was applied to all movements as

Volume Scenarios, Data, and Forecasts

the bulk of development in the area is expected to occur south of

Existing Conditions

factor of one-half percent was applied to movements to and from areas

Historical counts from 2015 and 2017 were used for existing conditions
and an ambient growth factor of 1% per year was applied to adjust the
traffic volumes to reflect baseline year 2019.
Future Base (2040) Conditions
The Future Base (2040) traffic projections reflect the anticipated growth
from existing traffic conditions that can be expected and reflect the
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Glenoaks Boulevard. For intersections on Glenoaks Boulevard, a growth

that are north of Glenoaks Boulevard to reflect that there is less potential
for increases in development and trip making activity in that area. Other
movements on Glenoaks Boulevard (through movements and

movements to/from the south) were grown by a factor of one percent
per year.

Mode Shift
The potential for mode shift was researched by reviewing Metro’s Draft
Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) for the North Hollywood to

Pasadena Transit Corridor and related project information. The analysis
provided to date does not document or estimate a mode shift

percentage, potential future traffic reduction, or shifts of traffic volumes
related to the project on study corridors. The DEIR does provide an

estimate of reduction to regional VMT that was considered in developing
an estimate of potential future mode shift. To reflect the potential for
mode shift from automobile travel to public transit after the

implementation of Metro’s transit corridor project in the future base year,
a two percent reduction of total volumes was applied to study

intersections on Glenoaks Boulevard. The mode shift estimate is based

The TDFM results showed a volume shift that primarily affected east-west
corridors. Forecast model volumes decreased by approximately 15%-

25% on Glenoaks Boulevard during AM and PM peak hours after the
transit corridor lane conversion was added to the TDFM. In the

meantime, the model forecasts estimated additional volume changes of
approximately 10% on San Fernando Road and the potential shifts on
other nearby east-west streets. The model outputs displaying this

information are available in Attachment D. This shift is limited to vehicles
selecting other travel routes. Decreases in traffic due to potential shifts
to walking, biking, or transit are described in the section above.

Based on the traffic diversion pattern estimates from the TDFM, shifts
were applied as follows:

on VMT estimates prepared for this effort and in Metro’s DEIR as

•

an estimated VMT reduction of less than one percent. A mode shift

•

described above. Per the DEIR, estimated VMT reduction is modest with
reduction would not be limited to increases in the use of transit and

would also reflect a shift from automobile trips to walking and biking
trips, made easier and more convenient by future projects along the

study corridors. Based on the mix of land uses on the corridor and since

this analysis is focused on commute peak hours, the total mode shift was
limited at two percent of intersection volumes based on available data
and to provide a conservative analysis.
Traffic Diversion
To estimate the potential traffic diversion caused by the capacity

modification on Glenoaks Boulevard the network change on Glenoaks
Boulevard was coded into Glendale’s TDFM. The TDFM’s estimated
changes in segment volumes were compared between existing

conditions and the future base modified capacities to help estimate the
magnitude of shifts that could be applied to the 2040 forecasts.

A 20% reduction, based on TDFM outputs, of the through
east/west volumes on Glenoaks Boulevard
Using a combination of TDFM outputs and professional
judgement, this 20% was shifted to parallel east-west corridors,
such as San Fernando Road (10%), Flower Street (7%), Glenwood
Road (2%), and Kenneth Road (1%).

Land Use
Land use inputs for the Future Base scenario are consistent with the land
use assumptions in the Glendale TDFM for future year 2040. This

information can be found in the City’s Model Development Report.

Intersection Analysis
Future Base (2040) Operating Conditions
Since the transit corridor is a Metro effort separate from any proposed
bikeway projects, the vehicle shifts due to the transit corridor project

were accounted for under the Future Base operating conditions as they

would be expected to result from implementation of the corridor transit
project. The resulting traffic volumes were analyzed at the intersection

level. Intersection geometries were modified by removing one through
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lane on Glenoaks Boulevard. The table to the right summarizes the level
of service under future base conditions.

As shown in the table to the right, the following five intersections are

expected to operate at LOS E or F during their AM and/or PM peak hours
under Future Base conditions.

1) Western Avenue & Glenoaks Boulevard (LOS F in both AM and

PM peak hours)

2) Sonora Avenue & Glenoaks Boulevard (LOS E in AM peak
hour, LOS F in PM peak hour)

5) Pacific Avenue & Glenoaks Boulevard (LOS E in PM peak hour)

7) Sonora Avenue & Flower Street (LOS E in both AM and PM
peak hours)

8) Grandview Avenue & Flower Street (Unsignalized, LOS F in PM
peak hour)

9) Western Avenue & San Fernando Road (LOS E in PM peak
hour)
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LAND USE
ANALYSIS
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LAND USE ANALYSIS
The Land Use Analysis begins with an assessment of the intent of the
General Plan and the existing Zoning Code requirements. Existing land
use and areas of change are assessed, and a population characteristics
and market demand analysis are provided.

General Plan Assessment
Concurrent with the West Glendale Sustainable Transportation and Land
Use Study, the Land Use and Circulation Element (LUCE) of the General
Plan is being updated. Changes to the to the LUCE may be influenced by
results of this Study.

Land Use Element 1986
The Land Use Element was comprehensively revised in 1986. Since then,
various amendments have been adopted. Because the Element is
currently being updated, no review of policies of the 1986 policy
document have been provided.
The Land Use Map shows the various land use categories specified in the
General Plan and shows the locations where various land uses are
allowed. In the West Glendale Study area, residential, commercial, public
and industrial uses are consistent with existing zoning.

Housing Element 2014-2021
The purpose of this Housing Element revision is to identify the City’s
existing and projected housing needs and to establish goals and policies
to guide City officials in daily decision making in addressing these needs.
The Housing Element serves as a policy guideline for addressing defined
issues which may arise in meeting the housing needs of the community.
The following Vision Statement was developed in order to guide the
direction of the document:

“Housing in Glendale shall meet the needs of all segments of the
community while preserving quality of life and neighborhood identity in
the context of our regional housing obligations and established policies.”
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Summary of Key Goals
The following relevant goals set forth in the Eight-Year Plan (20142021) may inform land use concepts that will be developed for the
Study.

GOAL - A City with a Wide Range of Housing Types to Meet the Needs
of Current and Future Residents









Policy 1.1: Provide a variety of residential development
opportunities in the City through the zoning of sufficient land
with a range of densities.
Policy 1.3: Provide higher density residential development in
close proximity to public transportation, services and recreation.
Policy 1.4: Continue to promote residential/mixed use
development, including live-work units in appropriate locations.
Policy 1.5: Encourage the development of residential units in the
downtown area and along appropriate commercial corridors.
Policy 1.8: The City shall continue to promote the consolidation
of small lots for residential development through the lot width
density bonus program.
Policy 1.9: Encourage flexibility in the Zoning Ordinance to
promote a wide range of housing types.

GOAL - A City with High Quality Residential Neighborhoods that are
Attractive and Well Designed



Policy 2.10: Respect scale, historic continuity, and a sense of
community in new residential development.
Policy 2.11: Consider “target areas” as a strategy to foster safe,
sanitary and secure housing; to expand public open space; and
to provide a catalyst for neighborhood improvement.

GOAL - A City with Housing that is Livable and Sustainable


Policy 6.11: Provide opportunities for residential locations and
design that encourage transit, pedestrian, bicycle, and other
mobility options.

General Plan Land Use Map –West Glendale Sustainable Transportation & Land Use Study Area
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Existing Zoning Code Assessment
Five out of the six Zone Districts and fifteen out of the twenty-three
Zones of the City of Glendale’s Zoning Code occur within the West
Glendale Sustainable Transportation and Land Use Study area.
The Study area is:
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Comprised primarily of residentially zoned parcels and industrial
zoned parcels.
Commercial parcels generally line arterial roadways at depth of a
single lot (generally 100’ -150’ in depth).
The only Special Use District zones are the CE Commercial
Equestrian Zone along Riverside Drive at Allen Avenue and SR
Special Recreation public park open spaces and amenity uses.
Where they occur, they are at small neighborhood scale.
There are no Overlay Zones in the Study area.

West Glendale Sustainable Transportation 7 Land Use Study Zoning
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Residential Districts
R-1 Low Density Residential Zone.

Typical Low Density Residential (Glenwood Neighborhood)

The R1 zone is the traditional low-density residential zone. The zone is
designed to codify historic development standards in the older, flatter
residential sections of the city.
This includes areas in the:




Glenwood, Grandview, Pelanconi, and Fremont Park
neighborhoods generally east of Grandview Avenue and Concord
Avenue north of Glenoaks; and east of Sonora Avenue and west
of Pacific Avenue south of Glenoaks Boulevard.
Grand Central and Riverside Rancho neighborhoods just north
and south of Interstate 5.

R-3050 Moderate Density Residential Zone.
This zone is intended to act as a transition and buffer between low

density residential land uses and more intensive development and to
stabilize well maintained neighborhoods that have been developed
generally in harmony with the open space and other amenities

associated with low and moderate density residential land uses.
This includes areas in the:
•
•
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Riverside Rancho neighborhood generally west of Western
Avenue and along Lake Street.
Glenwood neighborhood generally north of Glenoaks Boulevard
between Concord and Pacific Avenues.

Typical Moderate Density Residential (Riverside Rancho Neighborhood)

R-2250 Medium Density Zone.
This zone is intended to promote medium-size garden-type multiple

Typical Medium Density Residential (Glenwood Neighborhood)

dwelling residential developments which are efficient and attractive.
This includes areas in the:




Grandview neighborhood flanking commercial development
along Glenoaks Boulevard generally between Glenwood Road
and San Fernando Road.
Grand Central and Riverside Rancho neighborhoods, where a few
blocks occur along Interstate 5 and along Riverside Drive.

R-1650 Medium High Density Residential Zone.
The location of the R-1650 zone is based on convenience, adequacy of

Typical Medium High Density Residential (Glenwood Neighborhood)

services, traffic circulation and the existence of open space and recreation
areas that support the concentration of population in such zones. It is in

the public interest that multiple residential dwelling areas in the
community be made pleasant, inviting and efficient.
This includes areas in the:
•

Glenwood neighborhood south of Glenwood Road between
Concord and Pacific Avenues
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R-1250 High Density Residential Zone.
The location of the R-1250 zone is based on convenience, adequacy of

services, traffic circulation and the existence of open space and recreation
areas that support the concentration of population in such zones. It is in
the public interest that multiple residential dwelling areas in the
community be made pleasant, inviting and efficient and that
considerations of amenity and attractiveness be addressed.
This includes areas in the:
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Verdugo Viejo neighborhood south of Stocker Street and blocks
generally north of Glenoaks Boulevard between Central Avenue
and Pacific Avenues. A small pocket of the Fremont Park
neighborhood north of Highway 134 generally between Pacific
and Central is also zoned R-1250.

Typical High Density Residential (Verdugo Viejo Neighborhood)

Commercial Districts
C1 Neighborhood Commercial Zone.
The C1 zone is intended as a zone for small shopping centers,

Typical Neighborhood Commercial (Verdugo Viejo/Glenwood
Neighborhood)

professional buildings, service centers, and other commercial activities

providing convenience goods and services to the surrounding residential
neighborhood.

This includes areas in the:


Parcels fronting Pacific Avenue north of Glenoaks Boulevard,
Stocker Street at the intersection of Central Avenue, and at the
intersection of Lake Street and Western Avenue in the River
Rancho neighborhood.

C2 Community Commercial Zone.
The C2 zone is intended as a zone to accommodate shopping and

Typical Community Commercial (Glenwood Neighborhood)

convenience services for the community.
This includes one-parcel-deep areas:


Fronting Glenoaks Boulevard generally for multiple block lengths
interrupted by pockets or residential development, and along
Pacific Boulevard south of Glenoaks Boulevard.
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C3 Commercial Service Zone.
The C3 zone offers a full range of goods and services to the community

Typical Commercial Service (River Rancho Neighborhood)

located along commercial thoroughfares.
This includes parcels fronting:


Brand Boulevard and Victory Boulevard.

CPD Commercial Planned Development Zone.
The purpose of the CPD Commercial Planned Development zone is to

establish permitted uses and regulations for developing the highest and
best use of certain land areas in the city; to promote a desirable type of
low profile commercial office building in an open space setting; to

protect and enhance the quality of the residential living environment
when adjacent to such properties.
This includes areas in the:
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Along the south side of Arden Avenue between Central Avenue
and Pacific Avenue and a small pocket of development at the
intersection of Concord Avenue and Highway 134

Typical Community Commercial (Glenwood Neighborhood)

Industrial Districts
IND Industrial Zone
The IND zone is applied to areas appropriate for live/work housing and

Typical Industrial (Grand Central Neighborhood)

industrial activities including, but not limited to, assembly, entertainment
production, manufacturing, research and development, service, and
testing activities

This includes areas generally in the Disney and DreamWorks campuses

along with parcels between Western Avenue and Allen Avenue.
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Mixed Use Districts
IMU Industrial/Commercial Mixed-Use Zone
Industrial mixed-use/large-scale project, including all primary, accessory

Typical Industrial/Commercial Mixed Use (Grand Central Neighborhood)

and temporary uses and structures and all uses, and structures

conditionally permitted in the C3 zone. Uses specified in the C3 zone

shall be subject to specific development standards as required in the C3

zone.

This includes areas:


Fronting the south side of San Fernando Road between
Grandview Avenue and Allen Avenue and a small pocket of
parcels along Victory Boulevard near the intersection of Allen
Avenue.

IMU-R Industrial /Commercial Residential Mixed-Use Zone.
In addition to the uses of the IMU, this mixed-use district permits medical
residential congregate living, non-medical residential congregate living,
and senior housing uses conditionally.
This includes areas:
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Fronting San Fernando Road adjacent to residentially zoned
parcels.

Atypical Industrial/Commercial Residential Mixed Use (Glenwood
Neighborhood)

SFMU Commercial/Residential Mixed-Use Zone.
The SFMU zoning district is applied to areas appropriate for a mix of

Typical Commercial/Residential Mixed Use (Glenwood Neighborhood)

commercial and residential activities. This district allows for a mix of
residential and commercial, or just commercial, or just residential

(standalone) land uses. The only exception to this provision applies to

lots fronting San Fernando Road in the study area, which requires that
commercial uses be located along the street frontage.
This includes areas in the:


At the intersection of Grandview Avenue and along San
Fernando Road at the intersection of Western Avenue in the
Grandview neighborhood.
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Findings
Residential District zoning regulations
In conformance with the General Plan, zoning:






Protects historic residential single-family development as a sole
use with limited opportunities for mixed use.
Protects the low scale residential character of the Study area
through multi-family regulations that limit height and require
stepped setbacks that ensure compatibility with existing singlefamily homes.
Protects existing multi-family residential historic development
patterns.
Does not foster a wide range of building types. Maximum
residential densities are not significantly different for all multifamily zones.

Industrial District zoning regulations
In conformance with the General Plan,







Commercial District zoning regulations
In conformance with the General Plan, zoning:
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Reflect the historic streetcar commercial development pattern
along Glenoaks Boulevard.
C-1 and C-2 regulations include auto-oriented uses and
development standards that have incrementally negatively
impacted the historic character of Glenoaks Boulevard and
Pacific Avenue.
C-3 regulations lack development standards that promote
pedestrian and bicycle access to shopping center uses.
For all commercial zones, R-1250 High Density residential-styled
development is permitted as a mixed use, but there are few
instances where residential development over commercials shops
occurs.
CPD zoned regulations promote an ‘office park’ or campus
character. The parcel sizes, lack of a critical mass of CPD zoned
parcels that can be assembled to create a campus make this
intent difficult to implement. Moreover, located in close
proximity to the Downtown, the regulated height and floor area
ratios may result in development that does not meet the highest
and best use of these strategic parcels.

Industrial zoning includes permitted corporate offices, and
entertainment production uses that serve unique film, video and
broadcasting related businesses associated with the Disney
campus and DreamWorks studio uses.
Traditional manufacturing and processing uses are permitted but
are generally limited entertainment production uses.
Permitted traditional heavy manufacturing uses that are more
traditional in nature are permitted, but sites that do not impact
residential uses are not numerous.
Include uses that permitted service, repair, and distribution
services that benefit from the proximity of Highway 134 and
Interstate 5 regional access routes.

Mixed Use District zoning regulations
In conformance with the General Plan,


Both IMU-R and SFMU zones provide opportunities for
commercial and residential mixed uses, however small parcel size
and location along a busy street make development of
residential uses integrated into industrial or commercial
development challenging.

Existing Land Use Assessment
The assessment examines the consistency of the built environment with

Multi-family building in R-1 Residential Low Density zone

what is permitted under the current regulatory framework of the City of
Glendale Zoning Code. With a few exceptions, existing uses throughout
the study area are consistent with current zoning. Exceptions include:
Multi-family buildings in the R-1 zoned neighborhoods, including:
•

•

A cluster of buildings along Grover Avenue, Davis Avenue,
Rosedale Avenue, and Willard Avenue in the Grandview
neighborhood.
Clusters of buildings along Concord Avenue, Dryden Avenue, and
Virginia Avenue in the Fremont Park and Glenwood
neighborhoods.

Single family residential buildings in the Industrial zoned district:
•

Residences at and near the intersection of Flower Street and
Thompson Avenue.
Single-Family Residential in Industrial District
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Existing Land Use Assessment
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Areas of Change Assessment
The assessment examines areas along transportation corridors,
commercial, industrial and mixed zone districts where there are potential
areas to transform or enhance.

Areas to Transform or Enhance—Victory Boulevard Example

Areas to Transform or Enhance:
•

•
•

These may include vacant parcels where development may occur,
parcels that are underutilized such as parcels where small
structures exist, but zoning permits more intense development,
or where buildings are of low value where land costs are high.
These may include enhanced structures and sites where building
may be improved for existing use or adaptively reused.
These may include parcels that may benefit from intensification
by adding additional structures.

Areas to Enhance:
•

•

These may include parcels that may benefit from intensification
by adding additional structures, primarily where large parking
lots or vacant sites currently exist.
These may include parcels where building may be renovated to
improve the existing use or adaptively reused.

Areas to Enhance— Western Avenue Example
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Areas of Change Assessment
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Population Characteristics & Market Demand Analysis
Real estate market conditions and demographics affecting development

in each corridor have been assessed. The assessment considers a twenty-

Challenges Ahead



year planning horizon for demand for uses based on market trends,

demographics, and site conditions. Moreover, the corridor strengths,



challenges, and ‘gaps’ in housing, employment, and commercial, or other
development have been identified. For all development forecasts both a
low and high estimate has been provided.



Strengths and Opportunities



•

•

•

•

•

•

West Glendale is centrally located within the LA region, which
provides its residents access to millions of jobs and local
employers with the ability to select from a large, talented, and
diverse labor pool.
The Disney concentration with corporate headquarters,
DreamWorks, Imagineering and other facilities has proven that
West Glendale is able to attract a very creative and talented
workforce.
Glendale and neighboring Burbank are quality communities with
fewer socio-economic challenges as compared to other older
cities in the region’s core.
The area is in easy proximity to both Downtown Glendale and
Downtown Burbank with their numerous retail, restaurant,
employment and entertainment offerings.
Public investment in transit, complemented by bicycle facilities,
will enhance this area’s market appeal as a residential and office
location.
The policy climate for more urban scale development appears
favorable.



West Glendale has a fairly old housing stock and its median
household income ($57,100) is below that of Glendale as a whole
($64,300) and neighboring Burbank ($78,200).
The area has had relatively little new housing construction over
the past 20 years resulting in modest declines in both population
and households.
Local housing development has not kept pace with the dynamic
entertainment sector employment growth.
The residential and commercial parcels tend to be small with
fragmented ownership making private redevelopment difficult.
Influenced by the concentration of Disney facilities, land prices
tend to be high.
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Glendale Population and Demographics






Glendale’s population has grown at 1.5 times the rate of Los
Angeles County as a whole for the past 10 years.
Since 2009, the city added over 14,000 residents for a population
of 206,300 in 2019.
Strong job growth particularly in entertainment, hospitality and
health services sectors.
West Glendale’s income is lower than that of Glendale and
Burbank.
West Glendale has lost population during the last decade.

West Glendale Community Characteristics Comparison
The table to the right compares Glendale, Burbank, and the West
Glendale study area population, number of households, average
household size and median household income.
The West Glendale Study area:
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Includes a population of 31,170 people which is approximately
15% of the entire City of Glendale’s population.
Includes 11,779 households which is also approximately 15% of
the entire City of Glendale’s households.
Includes an area average household size of 2.62 which is slightly
smaller than the overall City of Glendale household size but is
slightly larger than Burbank’s.
An area median household income less than the overall City of
Glendale median household income.

West Glendale Market Area
On the next page, the map identifies a three-mile market area radius

centered at the intersection of Sonora Avenue and San Fernando Road

near the proposed new Metrolink station. The market area includes all of
the West Glendale study area and extends to areas to the northwest in
the City of Burbank.

West Glendale Market Demand 2020-2040
The table and bar chart to the right provide a summary of key uses—

multi-family residential, retail, restaurant & bar, office and hotel uses that
could occur within the study area based on market trends. The West
Glendale market demand summary of potential uses will serve as a

baseline ‘target’ for the development of corridor land use concepts that
could occur naturally without additional planning actions or
implementation strategies.
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West Glendale Market Area
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West Glendale Multi-Family Housing Demand






The populations of Glendale and Burbank are forecasted to
increase by 28,000 over the next 20 years.
Average annual absorption of 520 multi-family housing units
within 3-miles of the proposed Metrolink Station during the 2014
to 2018 period.
Located between Downtown Glendale and Downtown Burbank,
West Glendale is well located for regional growth
Transit investment will drive demand in the West Glendale if
development sites can be found.

West Glendale Retail and Restaurant Demand




Average annual absorption of 63,000 square feet of retail space
within 3-miles of the proposed Metrolink Station from 2006
through 2018.
Anticipated retail development will primarily support the
surrounding residential neighborhoods and office space.
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West Glendale Multi-Family Housing Demand






The population of Glendale and Burbank forecasted to increase
by 28,000 over the next 20 years.
Average annual absorption of 520 multi-family housing units
within 3-miles of the proposed Metrolink Station during the 2014
to 2018 period.
Located between Downtown Glendale and Downtown Burbank,
West Glendale is well located for regional growth.
Transit investment will drive demand in the West Glendale if
development sites can be found.

West Glendale Retail and Restaurant Demand




Average annual absorption of 63,000 square feet of retail space
within 3-miles of the proposed Metrolink Station from 2006
through 2018.
Anticipated retail development will primarily support the
surrounding residential neighborhoods and office space.
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West Glendale Office Demand





Disney and DreamWorks studio campuses within walking
distance of proposed Metrolink Station.
Favorable office rents compared to downtown Los Angeles and
parts of western LA.
Demand for conversion of larger floor plate industrial buildings
in West Glendale to office and entertainment uses.
Average annual absorption of 120,750 square feet of office space
within 3-miles of the proposed Metrolink Station.
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Hotel Demand in West Glendale
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The area is well suited for hotels catering to business travelers
with its location in the center of LA County and dense
concentration of local businesses.
Hotel room revenue in Glendale has more than doubled in the
past 10 years.
New rail transit links to Glendale, Burbank and Los Angeles
downtowns will enhance demand.
Current proposal to the city for an 850-room hotel in downtown
Glendale.
Opportunity for a 100 to 150-room limited service hotel, located
near the historic Grand Central Air Terminal (now Disney
Conference Center) located 0.3 miles from the proposed new
Metrolink Station.
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